Efficient binomial leap method for simulating chemical kinetics.
The binomial tau-leaping method of simulating the stochastic time evolution in a reaction system uses a binomial random number to approximate the number of reaction events. Theory implies that this method can avoid negative molecular numbers in stochastic simulations when a larger time step tau is used. Presented here is a modified binomial leap method for improving the accuracy and application range of the binomial leap method. The maximum existing population is first defined in this approach in order to determine a better bound of the number reactions. To derive a general leap procedure in chemically reacting systems, in this method a new sampling procedure based on the species is also designed for the maximum bound of consumed molecules of a reactant species in reaction channel. Numerical results indicate that the modified binomial leap method can be applied to a wider application range of chemically reacting systems with much better accuracy than the existing binomial leap method.